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Manually structured digital abstracts: A scaffold for automatic
text mining
In the past, we have advocated the adoption of the struc-

tured digital abstract to bring scientific publishing into the

database age [1,2]. An increasing number of projects are bring-

ing us toward the reality of machine-readable as well as hu-

man-readable access and integration to large published data

sets, and as such we will take a moment to revisit our proposal,

reflect and address several of the concerns that have arisen

since our articles first appeared last year.

In brief, we envision the structured digital abstract as apply-

ing text-mining software (with curatorial supervision, where

necessary) to accepted journal articles at the pre-print stage.

This process will be carried out by the journal as a normal step

in the publication process, and authors will then use this out-

put as a starting point to shape the digital abstract. The final

structured abstract – a machine-readable snapshot of the

soon-to-be-published data – is subject to editorial approval

(and eventually peer review), to assure proper and accurate

classification and tagging of data. Ultimately, we envision

the structured abstract becoming an integral step and accepted

in the publication process, much in the way that scientists must

now spend time formatting an article for a specific journal.

With respect to text-mining techniques, these manually-verified

final structured abstracts will be invaluable in providing gold-

standard data sets for training and refining text-mining algo-

rithms.

It has been suggested that asking authors to vet the struc-

tured digital abstract imposes an additional burden on the edi-

torial process [3]. It may well be that the SDA requires the

efforts of authors, editors and the additional input of a curator

versed in the particular content descriptors for a given species

or subject of research. But compared with the backward sys-

tem of curator-only retroactive text-mining, generation of the

abstract at the time of publication will produce a more accu-

rate and useful computer-ready companion to the paper.

Moreover, text mining is far more effective when armed with

a robust translation table generated with author input (i.e. a

list of gene names) rather than by post hoc text-mining ap-

proaches. The structured abstract will provide valuable �con-

text� to mining algorithms by presenting clearly the main

points of each article (as defined by authors and editors), so

additional facts gleaned can be correctly categorized as either

supporting or detracting from the main points.

Another potential pitfall is the fragmentary coverage of

existing terminology systems. Gaps in terminology pose prob-

lems for a systematized markup scheme. We believe the solu-

tion to this – the best way to expand such systems – is to let

authors contribute. Curators provide indispensable expertise

in categorizing and labeling data, but it is unrealistic to expect

curators to maintain personal familiarity with the vast array of

facts and concepts in biology. The way to encompass all
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needed terminologies is to involve the entire research commu-

nity. Authors are heavily invested in their papers, with a strong

interest in making sure data are represented correctly. With

author contribution, existing gaps in ontological coverage

should shrink rather quickly. The structured digital abstract

system, then, may well be challenged by such gaps in terminol-

ogy – but it is also the best way to patch them.

A potential issue that Hahn et al. [3] point to is the tendency

of authors to be subjective, perhaps overly positive. Peer re-

view of the nascent digital abstract should combat any puffery.

Current classification approaches are neither mandatory nor

peer-reviewed, nor implemented automatically at publication.

Peer review is essential to preserving scientific integrity, and

it is for this reason that we have always advocated hatching

digital abstracts under its purview.

Hahn et al. [3] conclude that an alternative solution is auto-

matic text mining. Text mining is important – indeed, it is the

bedrock of the structured digital abstract initiative. But we

envision journals themselves spearheading this initiative,

invoking the latest text-mining software at the pre-print stage

and subjecting the digital abstract to author- and peer-review.

This strategy can be implemented immediately, even with

imperfect text-mining software, as opposed to waiting until

sufficient progress has been made toward a fully automated

solution.

The FEBS Letters experiment toward integrating human-

readable output with large-scale protein data sets is encourag-

ing. We look forward to this exciting (and imminent) reality,

where smooth data integration and machine-readable abstracts

bring the vast and growing corpus of scientific literature within

reach of our most powerful data mining and access tools.
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